
PROMPT RESPONSE ESSAY

Explore new SAT essay prompts and examples representative of what You have 50 minutes to read the passage and
write an essay in response to the prompt.

Note how much time you have. Write a brief essay that describes the critical functions membranes perform in
cells. Try to write or print so that what you are writing is legible to those readers. We may not be used to
thinking of skin as something particularly important, but it is. Each response has received a separate score for
each of the three domains assessed: Reading, Analysis, and Writing. Prompts for Journal Writing Also part of
our weekly schedule in language arts classes was Writers Workshop. Students' entries became sources for
more formal essays, stories, and material to share from the Author's Chair. It allows nutrients to enter the cell
and provides a way to get waste materials out of the cell. Although all of the sample essays were handwritten
by students, they are shown typed here for ease of reading. Middle paragraphs focus on key support. Best
wishes to you and your students! Some cell membranes include defensive structures, and some have specific
key ports that receive only specific molecules. Then write a thesis statement and key support. But, our reading
and writing scores earned our school the grade of "A" five years in a row from the state of Florida. The biggest
organ in our bodies is not the brain. It may be covered with cilia that flap to move the cell along, or it may
have a flagellum extension that moves it along. Prompts for Formal Practice Essays During my last few years
at Twin Lakes Middle School, we used the following prompts for formal, five-paragraph, practice essays in
preparation for standardized testing. In an essay, explain the challenges of each type of testing approach.
Reread the prompt and any directions to make sure that you have created an on-target response. Persuade:
Convince through reasons. You will have enough space if you write on every line, avoid wide margins, and
keep your handwriting to a reasonable size. Pace yourself. Explain: Show how something works. Writing
Prompt Plant cells and animal cells both have cell membranes, and all organelles within eukaryotic cells are
encased in membranes. In fact, these functions are so critical that they limit the size a cell can become.
Remember that people who are not familiar with your handwriting will read what you write. In your essay,
you should demonstrate that you have read the passage carefully, present a clear and logical analysis, and use
language precisely. Do not write your essay in this booklet. Define: Explain the meaning. Read the prompt
below and analyze it by identifying the five parts of the communication situation, as shown on the facing page.
Essay:Introduction The directions below are representative of what students will encounter on test day. The
way the main chromosomes end up in identical cells, however, is different from the way the mitochondrial
DNA ends up in both cells. An off-topic essay will not be evaluated. It is important to note that although these
are representative samples of student ability at each score point, the set itself does not exhaustively illustrate
the range of skills in Reading, Analysis, and Writing associated with each score point. A cell reproduces
through mitosis, splitting into two cells. Summarize: Give the main point. Scores for the samples provided
below were assigned on a scale according to the redesigned SAT Essay Scoring Rubric. Of course, at that rate,
there are enough prompts here for two and a half school years. Determine to spend the first five minutes
planning your response and the bulk of your time writing it.


